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Abstract
This study investigates the sources of business cycle fluctuations in China since 
the reform and reopening in 1978. Using Business Cycle Accounting (BCA) 
theory with the four time-varying frictions (wedge), the project studies the relative 
contribution of the efficiency, labor, investment and foreign debt wedges to the 
business cycles of China. A cross-country comparison concludes. 

BCA Theory and the Wedges
 
 
 
 
The BCA method is implemented in two steps:  
1.  Consider a prototype neoclassical open economy model with four time-

varying wedges. Each wedge represents a type of distortions and shocks. 
First construct the wedges by feeding the real data into the static equilibrium 
conditions in the prototype model, and then solving the first order conditions 
of the prototype model.  

2.  Second, feed the estimated wedges back into the model separately and in 
combinations. The wedges represent the marginal contributions in generating 
the observed economic outcome, or, to what extent the economic fluctuations 
can be attributed to each wedge (McGrattan et al., 2007).  

 

Summary of the Results
 
1.  Implementing the business accounting procedure, we explores that 

technological productivity best explains the fluctuation of aggregate economic 
variables in China from 1978–2006. The labor wedge plays a significant role 
in predicting the fluctuation of labor force. The foreign debt wedge and 
investment wedge mostly affect the composition of the output, but their roles 
in explaining the fluctuation of GDP is not as significant as efficiency wedge. 

 
2.  A cross-country comparison among the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and 

China) shows that while technological improvements crucial for recovery from 
a recession (Brazil and Russia), sustainability of growth is more important 
than other factors. The fluctuation of investment market is an significant in the 
Chinese and Indian economy.  
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Impact and Discussion
§  The efficiency and labor wedges have been declining during the last decade, consistent with 

increasing inefficiency in investment and the downturn of labor force growth. 
§  To support the state sectors investment, prices of the resources are purposefully set lower with 

subsidies by the Chinese central. The government‘s sponsors towards state-own industry might 
explain the source of declining aggregate productivity.  

§  Impact of the study is that China could balance the growth of overall sectors by relocating state 
industry investment non-state sectors.  
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